ANATOMY OF FLIGHT
We know that Leonardo da Vinci was a remarkable scientist because he kept an extensive record of his
work in his note book. Scholars’ that have studied Leonardo’s scientific writings have concluded that he
has emerged as one of the finest scientific minds in history. Most famous are his inventions of helicopters,
tanks, cars, aero foils, and parachutes.
Leonardo kept his thoughts to himself. He may have planned on publishing his works but they remained in
his notebook with his sketches. The note book finally surfaced and was sold in parts but many of its pages
lost forever.
Leonardo was born in 1452 and died in 1515 without the recognition of his great achievements in science
and was only remembered as an artist and engineer for many years.
Ten years before his death he drew a design of a glider that had a control system similar to a modern day
hang glider. This concept proved that Leonardo understood the dynamics of steering. 400 years later, in
1903 the Wright Brothers famous flight at Kitty Hawk proved flight possibilities with a controlled wing
design.
Recently, flight and hang glider experts have built a wing design based exactly on the Leonardo design
using only materials that would be available to Leonardo in his life time. They proved that the design was
air worthy and could also be controlled in flight.
Leonardo’s concept drawings clearly demonstrated that he knew that the air has enough substance to
support wing shapes. His designs showed a boat like shape that was rowed like a boat through the air. He
had recognized a concept that lead to propellers and rotor blades to power an aero foil
with rudders and elevators to give control in flight.
To further his knowledge, Leonardo studied birds, falling leaves and
water currents to gain insight about the natural world around him,
and then applied these natural shapes and movements to his
designs. One of the things he designed is the first anemometer to
measure wind speed. He also applied these natural concepts to the
vast array of inventions, notes, and drawings in subjects such as geology,
anatomy, astronomy, gravity, flight, optics, and many other subject that
stand today for research and study.

